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Weddings
Engagement Parties

Bridal Showers
Bachelor/

Bachelorette Parties
Anniversaries

Holiday Parties
Corporate Events

Baby Showers
Gender Reveals
Birthday Parties

Bartenders / Servers
Any reason to celebrate!



Garnished-Events
Decorators

Our event decorators plan the aesthetic and
atmosphere of your event space. In this service, you
work closely with our decorator to create a theme,
plan the décor, and make sure that everything is in its
place. If you have no particular ideas in place, no
worries, our decorator will execute a beautiful space
you're sure to love. Price determined by particular
design requirements. 

Table Top Designs

Dinner Table Designs

Up lighting

Piping and Draping

Lighting and aesthetics

Color scheme

Themes

Balloon installations

Non-Floral Centerpieces

Flowers/Floral Design

Wedding Arches

Wedding Swags

Linen & Chair Covers

Tables and Chairs

Throne Chairs
Bars



 
Garnished-Events
Bridal Journey

Who says having a phenomenal certified
professional Wedding Planner should break the

bank? We don't believe in such narratives at
Garnished-Events!

 
Our service is seamless, tailored your way, pay as

you go or in a lump sum. 
 

$1000
Full Wedding Planning

From Start to Finish
20% Planner Service fee is added to selected

vendor services after booking

 
$1500

Partial Wedding Planning
20% Planner Service fee is added to selected

vendor services. Covers up to 3 vendor
selections

 



Full Wedding Planning: $1000 + 20% gratuity on selected
vendor invoices 
Responsible for assisting couple in planning entire weddings from start to
finish. We discuss wedding logistics with clients, negotiate 
vendor contracts, and ensure that wedding-day activities run smoothly.
Our personalized Wedding Programs tailors to all couples and budgets!

Partial Wedding Planning: $1500 + 20% added gratuity on
selected vendor invoices 
Make your vision a reality by blending your inspired intricate details with
our personalized wedding packages 

Day-Of Coordinators: $800 - $900 based on venue location
While the couple prepares for, and enjoys, the day, it’s the Coordinator’s
role is to make sure everything goes according to plan! They focus on
everything from making sure everyone is seated and ready for the
ceremony to ensuring that specialized meals are served to the correct
guest. Every small detail is within the coordinator’s purview. Put simply:
They’re the on-site authority making sure that everything goes off
without a hitch.

Wedding Decorators: Price varies
Transform any event space into a beautiful wedding venue. As a wedding
decorators, we work with our couples to make their vision of a perfect
wedding a reality on their special day. Our job duties include meeting with
clients, creating plans for beautifying wedding and reception spaces, and
acquiring decorating supplies and materials, such as table linens, flowers,
and place settings

Wedding Packages


